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This Fall
Why what is old?
A cloud of birds.

This Fall
As a percentage of old growth
Birds and clouds.

This Fall
Why one is visited?
A pretrial of socialists.

This Fall
As a concert of impromptu jokes
Police and guitars.

This Fall
Why waiting is observing
A courthouse of poems.



This Fall
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Marco Giovenale
Oct 1 (1 day ago)
to me
dear jim, i still haven't read ekaterina's text. at a first glance, i didn't notice any idea of "elite", but
i may be wrong.

i will read the text attentively. (ekaterina didn't mention that document, at the time when she
submitted the stuff for the e-chap and for the section in alteredscale).

i'm not sure she has a movement in mind. she's really young. i really don't know. i will read as
soon as i can. (am working on other things right now, alas).

a hug!
marco
------

"Unfortunately, today – when asemic writing is viewed as a post-literature phenomenon – much
second-rate and overly eclectic aseming art popped up which is in itself noise and odd
stratification for the asemic language. But we see this not as a problem in the asemic writing
development, but just as a small obstacle: by overcoming it, we add even more quality and
depth to asemic art."

welcome to elite asemia - what a fucking joke.

i suppose asemic writing has become a movement, this is what one gets with movements. i'm
glad i kicked myself out of the movement part of this, many years ago.

2013/10/1 Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
>
> "Unfortunately, today – when asemic writing is viewed as a post-literature phenomenon –
much second-rate and overly eclectic aseming art popped up which is in itself noise and odd
stratification for the asemic language. But we see this not as a problem in the asemic writing
development, but just as a small obstacle: by overcoming it, we add even more quality and
depth to asemic art."
>
> welcome to elite asemia - what a fucking joke.
>
> i suppose asemic writing has become a movement, this is what one gets with movements. i'm
glad i kicked myself out of the movement part of this, many years ago.
>
> jim



> On Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 12:50 PM, Marco Giovenale <mgiovenale@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> I agree, of course! great.
>> (and: the publication could include the link to Ekaterina's works in AlteredScale) (plus a link
to the differxhost ebook, maybe?). (a simple idea :-)
>> best!
>> M
>> 2013/10/1 Jeff Hansen <jh4090@gmail.com>
>>>
>>> I love this text document. I don't want to step on Marco's toes, but if you're interested in
some sort of publication of it (with at least one asemic example), I'm game. Let me know.
>>>
>>>
>>> On Mon, Sep 30, 2013 at 1:40 PM, Ekaterina Samigulina <katya.samigulina@gmail.com>
wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Thank you, Jeff! We have the explanation of this stuff - in Doc format, and, may be, you
are interested in it  -  I send it to you)).
>>>> 2013/9/28 Jeff Hansen <jh4090@gmail.com>
>>>>>
>>>>> This is definitely some interesting stuff--kind of like theme and variations.
>>>>> On Sat, Sep 28, 2013 at 2:25 PM, Michael Jacobson <thenewpostliterate@gmail.com>
wrote:
>>>>>> Great Marco! I will post it tomorrow.
>>>>>> Best,
>>>>>> MJ
>>>>>> On Sat, Sep 28, 2013 at 1:02 PM, Marco Giovenale <mgiovenale@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>>>> http://differx.blogspot.it/2013/09/male-female-project-esamigulina-y.html
>>>>>>>
http://www.scribd.com/doc/171684604/E-Samigulina-Y-Ilyushchanka-malefe-male-project-2013
>>>>>>>
http://slowforward.wordpress.com/2013/09/28/male-female-project-e-samigulina-y-ilyushchanka-
differxhost-2013/
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> --
>>>> You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "asemic"
group.
>>>> To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
asemic+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
>>>> For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt_out.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
Oct 1 (1 day ago)



to Marco
the quote is from her text. the idea of asemic writing as a movement originated, if i remember
correctly, with tim gaze. i preemptively purged myself from its ranks, many years ago.

i don't know ekaterina. i'm sure she's nice, smart and well-intentioned (i mean that  - no irony).
but, i can't let the text i quoted circulate to unanimous applause. it demands strong dissenting
opinions.

the idea of a hierarchy of asemic writings is utter nonsense. it undermines everything about the
practice of asemic writing.

if asemic writing is a movement, like surrealism (for example), then i don't want anything to do
with it. i will work on writing myself out of the history of the movement. i have other things
entirely in mind (one of them being a radical opposition to elitism).
Marco Giovenale
Oct 1 (1 day ago)
to me
yes, i've seen the quote is at the end of the text. (i didn't read the whole text before).

the rest of the page is --after all-- interesting.
most of the text doesn't make any mention of movements, or of an asemic movement.

i think ekaterina doesn't speak english and maybe this fact may have changed the direction (and
the meaning) of the whole argument.
or (maybe) she has simply said something debatable or wrong.

does she really believe that there are things like "second-rate and overly eclectic aseming art" or
"noise"? this is an allusion i don't understand. so i may think it's a simple error (not a typo, ok,
but part of a differently oriented sentence).

did she mean something like "the media use [glitch art and] 'eclectic' asemic art as means for
advertising and brand-making"?
i don't know.

as for the idea of an elitist movement, i'm absolutely with you. but, as far as i can understand
from things written and done by ekaterina, this is not the case. but i may absolutely be wrong! i'll
try to write her. and i'll write also to the asemic-net mailing list.

i'm so slow... sorry for this, jim

hugs
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
1:25 AM (21 hours ago)



to Marco
hi marco
the suggestion is that asemic writing as post-literate = noise = second-rate = like city noise, as
contrasted with a "possibly naked and pure" asemia, which by implication would be pre-literate.
this "pure" asemic writing would represent the development of quality.

as for the rustic/primitive/pastoral, i've spent about two-thirds of my life living in the mountains,
away from the city noises, and i can report that the rustling of leaves, the songs of birds, etc are
as fully semic as are the sounds of car horns and sirens.

the territory of asemic writing is by definition an-archic (or, if we prefer, it is an extreme form of
participatory democracy).

if anything is not about product, but rather about process, it is asemic writing.

the products of the asemic writing process exist along a spectrum. some folks will prefer certain
segments of the spectrum over others. this is a question of taste, and perhaps of time, but not of
quality.

asemic writing is about quantity, because it is about the practice, the process, about being in the
during of the making, and returning to that during repeatedly, persistently, over a significant
period of time.

at no point in the process does it ever become about the penmanship - the craft - the skill-set.
:
:
:
:
ah, marco, why did i get myself into this, at this late stage? it would have been better if i had just
let the text go.

so, in return: i am sorry for this... i should have left it alone.
Marco Giovenale
1:24 PM (9 hours ago)
to me
dear jim,
i'm back just now, and i read your email, i totally agree with you.
maybe ekaterina wrote another email, i see now, to the asemic-net mailing list. am going to read
it.
i hope i'll find some explanations of her passage there.
hugs!
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
5:54 PM (4 hours ago)



to Marco
thank you, marco.
i have read ekaterina's manifesto twice.
no one - anywhere - takes this position.
it is at best a pataphysical manifesto.
i hope that is what it is.
if not that, then it is a mockery of all anti-elitist stand-points.
Marco Giovenale
6:10 PM (4 hours ago)
to me
yes, jim.
i've seen the manifesto ekaterina attached, and it's definitely unsophisticated and naive.
maybe due to the young age? i don't know. it's a bit annoying and weird at the same time.

i think i won't reply. maybe i'll write an email to ekaterina to let her know i have some doubts
about the manifesto.
i believe she's really anti-elitist at heart. but naive statements and declarations do not help that
much.

sorry for all of this ... really!

sending you another hug
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
6:15 PM (4 hours ago)
to Marco
i feel like i should have just said nothing, but the text yesterday irritated me, and i responded.
now i am causing difficulties for you, which was certainly never my intention.
i have also decided not to reply. what i have to say is not likely to be helpful right now, so i think
it best if i say nothing.
thank you, marco.
xx
Marco Giovenale
6:22 PM (4 hours ago)
to me
no difficulties, jim.
absolutely.
i thank you and i realize that (for me too) it's better not to reply. (for now).
or, in case, i'll simply post something like "thanks Ekaterina,... I'm going to read asap :-)"
yes. right now...

and...
it seems like also the other people in the mailing list won't reply!
best & best & best!
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White spirit (UK) or mineral spirits
(US), also known as mineral turpentine,
turpentine substitute, petroleum spirits, solvent naphtha
(petroleum) or Stoddard solvent, is a
petroleum-derived clear, transparent liquid which
is a common organic solvent used
in painting and decorating. In 1924,
Atlanta dry cleaner W. J. Stoddard
worked with Lloyd E. Jackson of
the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research
to develop a less volatile dry
cleaning solvent as an alternative to
the petroleum solvents in use. Dry
cleaners began using the result of
their work in 1928 and it
soon became the predominant dry cleaning
solvent in the United States, until
the late 1950s. It is a
mixture of aliphatic and alicyclic C7
to C12 hydrocarbons with a maximum
content of 25% of C7 to
C12 aromatic hydrocarbons. A typical composition
for mineral spirits is > 65%
C10 or higher hydrocarbons, aliphatic solvent
hexane, and a maximum benzene content
of 0.1% by volume, a kauri-butanol
value of 29, an initial boiling
point of 65°C (149°F),
a dry point of approximately 69°C (156°F),
and a density of 0.79 g/ml.
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In the mathematics of chaos theory, a horseshoe map
is any member of a class of chaotic maps of the squ
are into itself. It is a corre example in the study
of dynamical systems. The map was introduced by Ste
phen Smale while studying the behavior of the orbit
s of the van der Pol oscillator. The action of thee
map is defined geometrically by squishing the squar
e, then stretching the result into a long strip, an
d finally folding the strip into the shape of a hor
seshoe. Most points eventually leave the square und
er the action of the map. They go to the sidde caps
where they will, under iteration, converge to a fix
ed point in one of the caps. The points that remain
in the square under repeated iteration form a fract
al set and are part of the invariant set of the map
. The squishing, stretching and folding of the hors
eshoe map are typical of chaotic systems, but not n
ecessary or even sufficient. In the horseshoe map,,
the squeezing and stretching are uniform. They comp
ensate each other so that the area of the square do
es not change. The foldinng is done neatly, so that
the orbits that remain forever in the square can be
simply described.
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!!!!!! URGENT !!!!!! A Call For Scores: ONE LINE ACTION

As part of "BE ALL YOU CAN BE " - an exhibition and performance
series for Chicago Artist's Month, I will be performing at 4550
North Broadway, in Chicago, on Thursday October 10th from 5-8 pm,
and Saturday October 12th from 2-5 pm.
The performances "One Line Action" will be built entirely of
simple one line activities sent in by friends and artists .....
Please send me a one line message with a simple activity that I
can perform as part of the work. ( examples are : "Scrub the
floor" or "Please Knock Loudly" ) ..... remember to keep it
simple, as I will not have time or access to rounding up props,
Nothing dangerous, lewd, or potentially harmful, ( there could be
children at this event ), Remember also that i need to PERFORM
these, and Please respond Immediately since I need to compile
these as soon as possible.
Send your one line action to me on facebook, or e-mail it to me
at Keith9963@sbcglobal.net as soon as you can .... deadline is
Tuesday evening .
Thanks for your help !!!! Keith A. Buchholz

One Line Action"

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:42 PM (0 minutes ago)
to Keith
sit on the floor and repeat the words "it, at"
as if a mantra - tick/tock, tick/tock, tick/tock...
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at it at it at
Alleyways, lanes, callejones form the backbone of our cities' architectural constructions.

Spanish English Dictionary (Granada University, Spain), 7.7
(n.) = back alley ; side-street ; side lane ; alley ; alleyway ; back lane.
Ex: The copy was grubby from use, a paperback with a photographically realistic full-color
painting on its cover of an early teenage boy slumped in what looked to me like a corner of a
very dirty back alley, a can of Coke in his hand.
Ex: To gain an idea of the fineness of detail necessary to produce the circuit elements on the
chip, imagine a map of the British Isles showing sufficient detail to identify even the narrowest
side-street in London.
Ex: The back entrance is off of Huntington Avenue in a service road/side lane behind the
Prudential Tower.
Ex: The article is entitled 'The Internet: superhighways, virtual alleys and dead end streets'.
Ex: Upon questioning we find that those eminently pragmatic down-to-earth notions dwell in the
darkest alleyways of metaphysics.
Ex: You don't know me, but I live in one of the apartments across the back lane from your
house.
----
* callejón de servicio = service road.
* callejón oscuro = dark alley.
* callejón sin salida = blind alley ; catch 22 ; cul-de-sac ; dead end ; impasse ; dead end street ;
deadlock ; standoff ; double bind ; no-way-out street.
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